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Edutainment for the EFL Classroom:
Exploring Effective Use of Audiovisuals
Irene IWASAKI
Abstract
　A questionnaire administered to 290 first-year students at Hannan University revealed that some 
students currently view and listen to English movies and music and that many students would like to 
experience movie and music-related study activities in their university English classes (Parsons and 
Iwasaki, 2008). The following figures show that student preferences for movies and music significantly 
outrank the other categories.
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Figures reproduced from “Toward a Student’s Curriculum: Learner Perceptions of Studying EFL at 
University,” Hannan Ronshu, Vol. 44, Issue 1, October 2008: 26.
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　One way to fulfill expectations for both music and movies is to use the medium of music videos, most of 
which are very short and many of which are content-based. This paper supports the use of music videos in 
the classroom not merely to appeal to learner wants, but for linguistic, cognitive and affective reasons, as 
well as to promote cultural awareness and provide learners with a meaningful reason to have English in 
their lives.
概　要
　大学生の日常生活で英語が現在どのように使われているか，阪南大学の学生290人を対象にアンケー
ト調査を実施した。その結果，多くが音楽や映画の分野で英語を使っており，また大学の英語の授業に
おいても音楽や映画取り上げてほしいと考えていることがわかった。音楽と映画の両方を同時に扱えて
しかも授業時間も無駄に費やすことのない方法が，音楽ビデオという媒体である。音楽ビデオの多くは
非常に短く，内容も充実している。この論文では，授業での音楽ビデオ活用の有効性について述べる。
音楽ビデオの活用は，学習者の希望に即しているだけでなく，言語学，認識，情緒における効果が期待
できると同時に，文化的理解を促進し，英語をさらに身近なものとするための動機づけにもなるもので
ある。
Introduction
　Entertaining education, or edutainment, is one way to create an amusing and engaging environment for 
learning. The great and varied supply of English entertainment, such as music videos, can make the EFL 
classroom more enjoyable and more productive. Entertaining students through audiovisual materials does 
not mean that academic study has to suffer in the process, as audiovisuals could actually enhance both 
motivation and proficiency in English.
　Although songs alone can be effective as a listening focus of a lesson, pre-recorded music lacks the 
added bonus of visuals. And although movies have both audio and visual components, the average movie is 
longer than the ninety-minute class time slot, so making use of whole movies may be too time consuming 
for any class or course. The average music video, however, offers both audio and visual components and 
many include a plot or storyline comparable to a short film. Because many music videos are a combination 
of both song and story, they can be a means to simultaneously satisfy student wants for both music and 
movie-based lessons in the language classroom.
　Although many educators may be hesitant to introduce video technology into the classroom because of 
the apparent passivity that is associated with watching television (the dominating audiovisual medium), 
this paper supports critical selection, active facilitation and active viewing of audiovisuals. In doing so, 
instructors may be able to stimulate improvement of all four language skills as well as help students build 
schema, or background knowledge, of the foreign language. The following will discuss how music videos 
are an effective language learning tool as they can boost cognitive skills and linguistic skills as well as 
expose learners to diverse cultural content while creating a more emotionally positive learning 
environment.
Language and Music
　Music, like language, is an expression of meaning and emotion. Using music as part of language study 
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may make acquisition easier as music shares many of the same characteristics as language. Language and 
music use the same three modes to communicate messages and feelings: vocal (speech, song), gestural 
(body language, dance), and written (literature, lyrics) (Mithen, 2006). Moreover, features such as 
melodic, rhythmic and tonal recognition or discrimination, as well as perception or prediction of sight, 
sound, and form of symbols in context are found in both music and language (Stansell, 2005). Music may 
be regarded as a particularly creative offspring of language. And like language, music is a form of 
communication that exists in all cultures: “appreciation of music is a universal feature of humankind; 
music-making is found in all societies and it is normal for everyone to participate in some manner” 
(Mithen, 2006: 1). If teachers can find a way to incorporate music activities in the classroom, students may 
be more willing to appreciate and participate in the target language.
　If learners admit to enjoying music, incorporating music into a language lesson may make learners more 
receptive to processing new language. Learners’ past negative experiences with English could be mulled 
over and replaced by new and positive associations through exposure to English music. “Music codes 
words with heavy emotional and contextual flags, evoking a realistic, meaningful, and cogent environment, 
and enabling students to have positive attitudes, self-perceptions, and cultural appreciation so they can 
actively process new stimuli and infer the rules of language” (Stansell, 2005: 35). Music can help students 
to process words and meaning from the second language with more ease and with more enjoyment, and 
may help them to create fresh perceptions of the language and view the artificial second language 
classroom as a place where enjoyable and authentic learning can take place.
Language, Music and Visuals
　Language can be made more comprehensible with the help of music and visuals. Music can enhance 
emotions in language, and visuals can help dramatize meaning. An example of this is in the constant use of 
music in movies. Unlike the silent film era which used music to help carry out plot or story because actors’ 
voices could not be synchronized with moving film (Prince, 1997), modern cinema relies on spoken 
language in the form of narrative and dialogue. However, music continues to be an important feature in 
movies to dramatize language. Music is an integral part of a movie because it helps to bring depth to the 
script and add to the psychological and emotional meaning of the story being conveyed or told (Prince, 
1997). Without music and sound effects, modern movies would not be as moving to the audience as they 
are. Music is “the essence of the modern cinema-not merely an inessential accompaniment” (Kivy, 2007: 
87). Music enhances emotion, which is the basis of “human utterance” and “human speech” (Kivy, 2007: 
69-70). Music and visuals are mutually supportive. Moreover, music and visuals help to impose emotional 
and literal meaning to language. Students that have difficulties with understanding song text can benefit 
from the simultaneous audio and visual aid of music videos.
　Students can see gestures, facial expressions, body movements, human interaction, props, and scenery/
background in video. In a music video, students can see the singers/musicians/characters, hear what they 
say, see what they do, what they look like, how they act, and attempt to interpret the meaning of their 
actions. These visuals help viewers understand the time frame, situation, messages, themes and stories in 
a video. Visuals support a song’s meaning in a metaphorical or symbolic way and can provide extra 
material for thought and discussion in a language lesson (Cullen, 1998). Audiovisual communication may 
make it easier for students that find it difficult to work from or find personal meaning from a standard 
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English textbook. Music videos are a dynamic fusion of the vocal, the visual, and the verbal (Wood, 1999: 
96), and much more exciting than a source of printed text or still pictures.
　Like films, cinematographic music videos can help viewers internalize language by reaching them 
emotionally through the senses of sight and sound. This is something that emotionally neutral rote 
memorization, pattern drills and grammar exercises cannot do. Music videos are an excellent substitute for 
movies because, although they are much shorter in length, they communicate a plot or story with the same 
cinematographic elements of a full-feature film. The audio and visual impacts created by the camera, light, 
colour, production design, performance, editing and sound effects (Prince, 1997) can turn a simple, short 
song into a show. Education through entertainment is an effective way to reach students that find it difficult 
to function in the artificial language environment of the classroom or students who do not respond well to 
unauthentic ESL/EFL materials.
Content and Context
　Many ESL/EFL materials are based directly on features of the language, focusing on grammar-based 
activities and/or spelling and vocabulary exercises. A more effective way of learning a foreign language, 
however, may not be to practice language items in isolation, but to study the language in context: “the best 
way of studying a foreign language may in fact be to study something else in the language” (Cady, 
1995:19). Authentic materials such as music videos that are not particularly intended for an ESL or EFL 
audience, give students an opportunity to experience original content where there is a focus on a particular 
topic. In content-based learning, the target language is rendered an indirect, but necessary, vehicle for 
communicating about that particular topic. One reason that content-based audiovisuals can be successful 
is because the focus of a lesson is on real content, not on isolated language items, so actual language 
acquisition seems unintentional.
　Music videos do much more than allow viewers to experience different music genres, and are much 
more than a mere study of musical artists. Music videos are a form of language in context because they 
contain various themes, issues and stories. Audiovisuals can “provide the relevant schema background 
which makes language in that context relevant and comprehensible... content and language are mutually 
reinforcing” (Stroller, 1988: 3). Students can naturally build their schema of the foreign language and 
culture through exposure to authentic audio and visual material and simultaneously form ideas and 
feelings that they want to communicate about the material. Audiovisuals “may be the single most 
important resource in content teaching in the L1 culture. At its best, video can inform and stimulate 
students in a way that no lecture, however well delivered and thought out, can do” (Furmanovsky, 1991: 
3).
Four-skills Learning
　Incorporating music into language learning can set a base for whole language learning to occur, allowing 
learners to practice all four language skills. Audiovisuals “help second language learners acquire 
vocabulary and grammar, improve spelling and develop the linguistic skills of reading, writing, speaking 
and listening” (Medina, 2002: 1). When viewing a music video, students are practicing their listening 
skills, and when they are presented with the lyrics, they are practicing their reading skills. Following 
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listening and reading comprehension of a song, students may communicate their thoughts and opinions of 
the song/lyrics orally or in written form. “For ESL classes, film is an accessible, common, conversational 
currency for the shy and reserved, usable as a social link with English speakers” (MacDonald and 
MacDonald, 1991: 3). Like a film, the content of a music video can motivate learners to want to share their 
interpretations and personal information or opinions, creating a base for interesting interaction to take 
place.
　Critical selection of material by the teacher and active viewing on the part of the students is what makes 
audiovisuals a successful tool in the language classroom: “Video plus the right kinds of support material, 
activate the passive knowledge of language learners in particular, and assist with language assimilation and 
transfer, both in terms of that language presented as well as that which is implicitly suggested” (Wood, 
1999: 95). A good audiovisual selection is imperative, as is appropriate teacher-created material to foster 
improvement of the four language skills and comprehension of content. Good supplementary materials 
that support all four language skills and understanding of language in context will allow students to feel 
that the target language is accessible and attainable to them.
Appealing to Various Learning Styles
　Audiovisual material will appeal particularly to learners with strong auditory and/or visual skills. Using 
music activities will also appeal to the musically inclined (whether they are musically trained or not) and to 
kinesthetic learners who process knowledge through bodily sensations (Gardner, 2006). Linguistic 
learners, who already possess an advantage for language learning, may be particularly stimulated by the 
story and themes contained in the music video. Follow-up activities can be prepared to suit other cognitive 
types, intelligences or learning preferences. For example, as intrapersonal, feeling, thinking and intuitive 
learners learn by naturally imposing personal meaning and experiences to outside stimuli (Mamchur, 
1996), these learners could be given tasks to interpret and/or communicate their thoughts and opinions of 
the presented audiovisual content. Interpersonal and extroverted learners may prefer to do this verbally 
rather than in written form.
　Communication though pictures and creative sounds particularly reaches learners with right brain 
strengths (Lems, 1996). These learners may be interested in the emotive elements, metaphors, symbols, 
and images contained in music and video (Lake, 2002). Learners with left-brain strengths, however, may 
also enjoy audiovisual learning if it is accompanied by extra activities such as pronunciation practice, 
chanting, lyric memorization, recognizing patterns in song such as rhyme, repetition or chorus, or 
explanations of grammar and poetic structure (Lake, 2002). Accompanying follow-up materials can be 
prepared by the teacher to suit both brain strengths, and various learning preferences.
Cognitive Benefits
　Music and language share similar properties of creation and reception and rely on “the same 
computational processes in the brain” (Mithen, 2006: 1). Music could help build language by accessing or 
activating the same areas of the brain used for language acquisition. “The nervous system is like a 
symphony orchestra with different rhythms, melodies, and instrumentations... Often external music, 
movement, or images help bring the ‘neurological music’ back in tune. Music mysteriously reaches the 
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depths of our brain and body that call many unconscious systems into expression” (Campbell, 1997: 193). 
Because music shares the same cognitive processes of language, music could be an effective tool in 
allowing new language to be internalized. This may be especially true for students who do not, for a variety 
of reasons, seem interested in studying the language in a traditional, single-dimensional level, such as 
listening to a teacher’s lecture, memorizing vocabulary or doing grammar exercises.
　Music may help accelerate learning (Lems, 1996), and may also help to retain what is learned. Music is 
able to enhance the memorization of associated language through the phenomenon of involuntary 
rehearsal (Murphey, 1990), which occurs after hearing a song. This involuntary rehearsal of a foreign 
language does not happen with pattern drills or grammar exercises (Murphey, 1990). Since repetition and 
memory are conducive to language learning, exposure to music in the target language can be a great tool 
to boost repetition and memory. Songs can also help develop automaticity, the ability to use target 
utterances in a well-timed manner in the appropriate situation (Schoepp, 2001). By exposing students to a 
song, they are being exposed to a repetition of phrases in context, which can help them memorize that 
language and learn what situations to use that language in.
　Visual associations with language may also help with the memorization of new language and language 
patterns. As music videos have the added component of visuals, students will get both auditory and visual 
input to help retain language elements for later use in various situations. Since “there must be an image 
attached to the mental representation of a word in order to retain and use it” (Lake, 2002), images such as 
those in a music video give students visual associations to help them form and remember new language. 
Visually plain print materials or audio lectures without visual stimuli may not be enough to help students 
retain new information.
Linguistic Benefits
　Studying the music of the target language gives the opportunity for learners to be exposed to the foreign 
language’s pronunciation, intonation, stress, accent, pitch, tone, melody, rhyme, rhythm and fluency. 
Music and language share these linguistic and communicative structures, and “the consistent mapping of 
musical and linguistic structure may optimize the operation of learning mechanisms” (Schon, Boyer, 
Moreno, Besson, Peretz and Kolinsky, 2008: 976). If repetition can help build language and fluency, then 
music can certainly help stimulate language development through lyrical repetition. The repetitive format 
and use of chorus in songs can help automate language as learners are exposed to syntax, lexical items, 
segmentals, and suprasegmentals (Abbott, 2002). The simple and repetitive pattern of music lyrics can 
allow students to remember formulaic phrases in the target language, many of which can be used 
conversationally.
　Although some songs may be too difficult or advanced for lower level learners, many songs are easier to 
learn than one would expect as they contain commonly used short words that are written in a 
conversational manner, comparable to the 5th grade level of American elementary school (Mol, 2009). 
Students should be exposed to a variety of musical and lyrical speeds, a variety of simple and difficult 
language and vocabulary, a variety of accents and voices, and various composition lengths, as this variety is 
what exists in real language situations. Showing students the difference in difficulty or simplicity levels will 
allow them to notice authentic differences in the music and language, depending on the speakers/singers 
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and the situations/songs.
Affective Principles
　Music is an expression of emotion, and the feelings of a song can immediately influence the mood of the 
listener: “the energy of the song can transfer itself to our bodies through induction” (Cullen, 1998). A 
teacher can use music to manipulate an otherwise negative classroom atmosphere, creating learners that 
feel more positive, relaxed and alert. “Emotions are deeply entwined with the functioning of human 
cognition and physiology; they are a control system for body and mind... In fact, even when we sit still, the 
motor areas of our brain are activated by music” (Mithen, 2006: 25). Music is a powerful medium that 
boosts cognitive skills and opens up feelings associated with content in the language. Through the 
processes of activating mind, body and emotion, music can help foster language acquisition more willingly: 
“Learning is optimal when the conditions for both the emotional/arousal and linguistic functions are 
fulfilled. Therefore, learning a foreign language, especially in the first learning phase wherein one needs to 
segment new words, may largely benefit from the motivational and structuring properties of music in 
song” (Schon, Boyer, Moreno, Besson, Peretz and Kolinsky, 2008: 982). Since one of the greatest barriers 
to successful language learning is the lack of motivation, teachers may be able to see a significant increase 
in the willingness to learn if music is introduced into the classroom.
　If the lack of motivation is being caused by anxiety, music may serve to reduce anxiety because of music’s 
ability to heal the listener emotionally (Campbell, 1997). Anxiety may be particularly high in language 
classes that require or reward students who are very social or vocal. As music may lower inhibition levels 
and promote class bonding (Lems, 1996), using music related activities may help lower anxiety and raise 
motivation levels, resulting in an atmosphere where communication can take place more easily. When 
students are able to understand a piece of authentic English, such as a song or a music video that has been 
made for native English speakers for entertainment value and not for educational purposes, they may feel a 
sense of accomplishment and develop more self-confidence in their language learning.
Promotion of Cultural Awareness
　Gaining cultural knowledge of a target language can be as important as gaining knowledge of the 
linguistic features of a language. Since music is a representation of the culture of where it is created, a song 
can be a quick study not only of language, but also of culture. The content of the lyrics will tell something 
of the history and literature of a country or the place it originates from. The musical style or genre is also 
representative of that society’s culture, and any particular dialects or slang of a song represent part of that 
area’s language. “The current beliefs and conditions of society are always encoded in the music, either 
consciously or subconsciously by the composer,” and “even more than music, lyrics are a reflection of 
society and culture” (Cullen, 1998: 2). As much as the music and the song text reflect the society, so too 
does the visual story in a music video. “Music videos are teeming with (often antithetical) ideologies. No 
media event is culturally neutral” (Baumlin, 1998: 2). A music video contains a library of visual content 
showing not only performance style, but also conformity or criticism towards mainstream society. “A video 
can pander to an audience’s desires and fears or attempt to sustain current cultural values, though many 
video artists criticize current cultural values and thereby attempt to create new values instead” (Baumlin, 
1998: 2). Critical viewing of a music video can give a viewer great insight into the main culture, pop culture 
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or subculture of the place where it originates. This wide range of authentic information can be used as 
either a cultural study or as a base for discussion of cultural myths.
　Many songs and music videos contain content that may be considered controversial. However, “if an 
authentic video meets instructional objectives and is motivating to the learners, it may serve as a 
springboard for discussing differing cultural norms as well as the issue of censorship. These discussions 
can serve to enhance learners’ critical thinking skills while increasing their acquisition of language and 
cultural information” (Burt 1999: 3). Some educators may think that some music videos may be 
inappropriate for the classroom, but the influence of music around the world has to be considered: “songs 
in the English language have made their way into every major city in the world. Movies and pop culture 
have had an influence for better or worse. If English music can help the acculturation process along, it 
would be sheer foolishness not to use it” (Lake, 2002: 2). As students are already heavily exposed to the 
pop culture of their first language, it is likely that they are going to be curious about the pop culture of the 
target language as well. Giving them access to foreign pop culture in class, helping them to comprehend it 
and to perhaps make a meaningful connection with it would mean that they are making successful steps 
towards bringing the language and culture into their lives.
　Culture, like music and language, develops and changes. These changes may be brought on by societal 
leaders that control mainstream society, or by artists who usually express discontent with current societal 
norms. Mass culture could be viewed as the elements of a society that influence and control the majority of 
the population, whereas, pop culture could be viewed as the expressive means that attempt to release 
people from those pressures of society (Itoi and Inose, 2008: 411). Allowing students to be exposed to both 
mass culture and pop culture will allow them to think about what their own cultural beliefs are and how to 
be more critical of current culture and changing culture. Strengthening students’ knowledge of the foreign 
culture and media culture is one way of helping them develop more critical awareness: “it is crucial for 
them to learn to evaluate media input... since our everyday life is saturated with popular culture, school 
education should incorporate elements and materials from popular culture, and teachers should learn to 
engage students in critical analysis” (Itoi and Inose, 2008: 412). Learning how to understand the cultural 
content in music videos may help students to form their own ideas and opinions about the culture of the 
target language. From music videos, students may reflect on what situations and experiences in other 
cultures are like. From music videos, students can build knowledge of the target culture, as well as make 
comparative reflections back onto their own culture. This practice may possibly help them become more 
independent thinkers.
Music and Meaning
　Song lyrics are a form of poetry and some song lyrics could be regarded as a form of condensed 
literature. Song texts are not only good sources of frequently used vocabulary and expressions, they also 
contain easily identifiable universal themes and stories. The music video format could be regarded as a 
condensed film or as a short piece of literature in video format.
“If reading is image-making, viewing is image-reading. The visual images which saturate the world of 
young people are a part, often a major part, of the tools they use to reflect upon and interpret their 
world. Videos are as important as books in confirming, illuminating, or extending the life experiences 
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of those who perceive them. Perception is itself an interpretive act. Whether reading or viewing a 
story, perceivers both bring meaning to and take meaning from the symbol system in which that story 
is encoded. In the decoding process, therefore, readers recreate a unique and personal story. As 
young people watch film versions of other lives, they add shape and substance to their own” 
(Vandergrift and Hannigan, 1993: 20).
Music and related visual images not only help learners build language and retain it, but will also help them 
build associations to the language. Audiovisuals can allow students to make connections from what they 
hear and view to their own lives. Being able to personalize elements of a language will allow learners to 
form emotional connections to it.
　Being able to decode visual symbols and find meaning in visual metaphors are skills, just as reading 
printed words and interpreting text are skills. Watching video does not mean that learners get an easy way 
out of reading text, because critical viewing and deciphering visual language can be as much of, if not more 
of, a challenge than printed text. “The relationship between the ‘real’ and ‘imagined,’ between ‘visible’ and 
‘invisible’ aspects of a created world are more difficult to discern. Good readers learn to read what is on the 
lines, between the lines, and beyond the lines in decoding print. Just so, do skilled viewers learn to look 
closely at and within images and at the juxtaposition of images” (Vandergrift and Hannigan, 1993: 20). 
Exposure to video creates the opportunity to enhance critical viewing skills while building language. It is 
possible that passive viewing of television and pop media can harm active thinking and creative thought. 
However, video should be viewed with techniques similar to critically reading, analysing or interpreting 
printed text. Video is essentially information, stories and literature on electronic, instead of paper, format. 
Video images are symbols for printed words. If teachers can create activities to help students to 
comprehend visual symbols in the foreign culture, or if students can learn to imprint their own meaning to 
the visual images, they may begin to feel that they have more entitlement to the target language.
Imagination and Inspiration
　Just as literature can open up new worlds to its readers, so too can audiovisual materials. Less proficient 
learners will find it difficult to participate in reading literature in the original target language because of 
lack of vocabulary, but short videos can be a good substitute for students to experience stories created for 
an English speaking audience. Content-based music videos often have universal themes that young people 
are interested in, such as love or friendship, and topics that naturally concern them, such as peer pressure 
or pressures from parents, school, and society. “The more connections we make with students’ past 
experiences, the more successful the learning experience will be” (Clovis, 1997: 39). If students can view 
similar life struggles and experiences in the foreign language, they may be more willing to make 
connections with and accept that language and culture.
　Students can gain insights about the songs, the culture and even their own lives from understanding or 
implying meaning to what they hear and view. Situations in songs and music videos are usually open to 
interpretation, so students can exercise their imagination and attempt to express original thoughts in their 
discussion of the content and themes presented. When a storyteller tells a story, or when a singer sings a 
song, he or she is not accountable for how the story is being interpreted, it is the listener’s responsibility to 
interpret, understand and evaluate the message, the story and the song. It is the audience that decides 
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whether a song and story is “compelling, convincing, thrilling, entertaining, or amusing” (Prince, 1997: 
193). The teacher’s role is to bring this medium to the students and help them to learn how to understand 
and critically evaluate what they see and hear. Even when students do not enjoy what they are listening to 
or viewing, they can attempt to communicate their dislikes, as trying to use their judgments and opposing 
opinions is an excellent way to practice communication in the foreign language.
　It is the educator’s ultimate goal to inspire students to want to develop their skills and interest in the 
language beyond the class or course. Music is one way to create memorable lessons and spark a curiosity 
beyond formal language lessons. Music “is highly relevant and a strong source of language outside of the 
classroom. If the students enjoyed, were inspired or influenced by the music, they may also make 
conscious efforts to increase exposure by listening to media or acquiring music” (Reimann, 2006). Other 
than becoming inspired by the foreign language and culture, some students may additionally benefit from 
learning about music performance, cinematography, story telling, or the technical and technological side of 
making music videos.
Sample Content-based Music Videos
　Some songs may make listeners feel good not only for the affective properties brought on by the music, 
but also for the ideologies behind the music. “Do They Know It’s Christmas,” by Band Aid (1984) and “We 
Are the World,” by USA for Africa (1985), were created by a collaboration of musicians to raise money to 
help relieve famine and poverty. Live Earth (2007) is also a collaboration of musicians from around the 
world who hold concerts to raise money to fight global warming. Exposing students to some forms of 
music may give them a chance not only to practice English language skills, but also give them cultural 
knowledge and more social and political awareness. Without general cultural knowledge and some social 
and political awareness, one would find it difficult to be able to participate in common and meaningful 
topics of conversation in the target language.
　Since the variety and content of music videos is extremely vast, and as the average song is under five 
minutes, it is possible to use a different music video each week for student enjoyment without worrying 
about time restraints or compromising classroom time when curriculum outcomes must be adhered to. 
Students can be prepped with vocabulary before viewing, and music videos can be followed with 
comprehension activities and discussion of the topics and themes viewed. The following will describe some 
content-based music videos and how they could be used in the classroom.
　“Thriller,” by Michael Jackson (1984) is an unusually long 13-minute music video, which could also be 
categorized as a short film. A crucial scene at the beginning of the music video incorporates engaging 
dialogue:
　　Girlfriend:　I’m sorry I didn’t believe you.
　　Michael: Can I ask you something?
　　Girlfriend:　What?
　　Michael: You know I like you, don’t you?
　　Girlfriend:　Yes.
　　Michael: And I hope you like me the way I like you.
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　　Girlfriend:　Yes.
　　Michael: I was wondering if you would be my girl. (gives her a ring)
　　Girlfriend:　Oh, Michael. It’s beautiful.
　　Michael: Now, it’s official. I have something I want to tell you.
　　Girlfriend:　Yes, Michael.
　　Michael: I’m not like other guys.
　　Girlfriend:　Of course not, that’s why I love you.
　　Michael: No, I mean I’m different.
　　Girlfriend:　What are you talking about? Are you all right?
　　Michael: Go away! (turning into a werewolf)
　　Girlfriend:　Ahhh! Ahhh! Ahhh!
“Thriller” allows students to see the advancement of special visual and sound effects in the 1980’s. This 
music video not only allows students to listen to the song, but also listen to a story while they 
simultaneously view the motion picture photography and choreography. Students may enjoy dialogue/
script comprehension, practice of pronunciation and intonation, or role play/acting. Students may want to 
make predictions about the next scene, or create a continuing or ending scene. “Thriller” could also be 
used as a discussion of the American musical and horror movie genres.
　“Fight for Your Right to Party,” by the Beastie Boys (1986) is a rock/rap genre music video which 
starts with a dialogue between a mother and her two college-aged sons:
　　Mom:　 Now, boys, don’t get into any trouble while mommy and daddy are gone. And don’t make a 
mess! (mother and father leave)
　　Boy 1: Do you like parties?
　　Boy 2: Yeah!
　　Boy 1: We can invite all our friends and have soda and pie!
　　Boy 2: Yeah!!!
　　Boy 1: I hope no bad people show up...
This music video shows a story of two college-aged brothers who have a house party, which becomes 
unruly when unexpected guests (the Beastie Boys) arrive. The song/story plays on the popular myth of 
American adolescent rebellion. Through the visuals, and by providing students with the lyrics, high-speed 
rap music and attitude can become comprehensible. By watching the video, and by reading the lyrics, even 
lower level proficient students will be able to understand the messages of pressure and rebellion against 
the storyteller’s parents and the school system:
You wake up late for school.
Man, you don’t want to go.
You ask you mom, “Please?”
But she still says, “No!”
You missed two classes and no homework.
But your teacher preaches class like you’re some kind of jerk...
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Students can be exposed to the “pronunciation and slang terms found in dialect groups and subcultures, 
especially the language of Black English, which is strongly represented in all genres of pop music” (Lems, 
2005: 19). Studying slang and colloquial English may be very practical and interesting for some students.
　“What’s This?” by Danny Elfman (1993) is one of the songs from the soundtrack of the animated 
musical, The Nightmare Before Christmas, by Tim Burton. As a prelude to the singing, there are important 
background images and monologue from the main character, Jack (or dialogue if his pet ghost dog’s 
barking is considered dialogic), which sets the scene and the upcoming scenes:
　　Jack: Where are we? It’s someplace new.
　　Zero:　Bark, bark!
　　Jack: What is this? (Jack sees holiday trees, gasps as he sees the Christmas tree)
　　Zero:　Bark, bark! (Jack opens the Christmas tree’s door)
　　Jack: Whoa...!!! (Jack gets sucked down to Christmas Town)
　Jack is removed from Halloween Town and arrives in Christmas Town when his two minutes of singing 
starts:
What’s this? What’s this?
There’s color everywhere.
What’s this?
There are white things in the air.
What’s this?
I can’t believe my eyes.
I must be dreaming.
Wake up, Jack.
This isn’t fair.
What’s this? What’s this? What’s this?
There’s something very wrong.
What’s this?
There are people singing songs.
What’s this?...
By previewing the song and seeing the lyrics, students will be able to understand in English that the song 
is an expression of the shock and euphoria of arriving in an exciting and unfamiliar land. This four-minute 
piece could be a base for translation and analysis of language or a discussion of cultural holidays or culture 
shock.
　“You’re Beautiful,” by James Blunt (2005) is a soft rock song that has been widely played on Japanese 
TV as background music for commercials and prime time TV shows. Choosing songs that students may 
have already been exposed to may heighten curiosity to understand the song’s meaning. The song, which 
is just over three minutes, starts with the singer reflecting on his situation:
My life is brilliant.
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My love is pure.
I saw an angel.
Of that, I’m sure.
She smiled at me on the subway.
She was with another man.
But I won’t lose sleep on that.
Cause I’ve got a plan...
The wording is specific is some parts, but vague in others. This allows for both general understanding of 
the situation, but also leaves part of the story open for personal interpretation. The song concludes with his 
realization of his situation:
But it’s time to face the truth.
I will never be with you.
The visual story shows the singer standing on an icy cliff contemplating his situation to the audience. The 
simplicity and intensity of the slow song and lack of movement forces the listener to imagine what the 
singer is going through emotionally and mentally. The last image is the only one scene of quick movement, 
showing the singer jump off the cliff and land in the empty water below. Although the lyrics of the song can 
quite easily be interpreted as a man suffering from unrequited love, his “plan” on how to deal with his 
lovelorn situation is left to the listener/viewer’s imagination. This leaves opportunity for students to discuss 
their thoughts on the meaning of the man’s final words and action. An opportunity for further discussion of 
topics such as love at first sight, or loneliness/depression may occur after viewing this music video.
　“Smile,” by Lily Allen (2006) is categorized as alternative pop or ska music. The song is written in 
second person format, the singer depressed and angry with her ex-boyfriend:
When you first left me, I was wanting more.
But you were fucking that girl next door.
What did you do that for?
When you first left me, I didn’t know what to say.
I’ve never been on my own that way.
Just slept by myself all day...
The video story, which is just over three minutes, shows the young woman carry out a plan of revenge on 
her ex-boyfriend. The short video contains the elements of a typical plot: set up (singer thinks up a plan of 
revenge), tension (revenge is carried out in succession), climax (ex-boyfriend falls victim to all parts of 
the plan) and denouement (singer finds satisfaction in the success of her plan). The song’s conclusion also 
reveals self-acknowledgment of her psychological condition:
I couldn’t stop laughing.
No, I just couldn’t help myself.
See you messed up my mental health.
I was quite unwell.
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Themes of young love, betrayal, heartbreak, self-help (or not), and help from friends in overcoming 
difficult situations, are all presented in this short video and could be developed as discussion topics.
　The pop song, “Nothing in this World,” by Paris Hilton (2006) is a multi-themed music video that lasts 
just over three minutes. The music video starts with an attention-grabbing scene where a student is being 
bullied in a school washroom:
　　Bully boy: You like that, don’t you? (pushing his head into the toilet)
　　Bullied boy:　If I say, “Yes,” will you stop doing it?
　　Bully girl: Do it again! Ha, ha, ha! (pushing his head into the toilet again)
While the song plays, the story continues to visually outline the bullied student’s daily struggles with his 
social and academic life. The video clearly displays his loneliness and tendency for daydreaming in order 
to cope with his daily stress. The three minute story, however, ends happily as the story unfolds to the boy 
finding popularity at school. This song/story/video can work as a base for discussions of bullying and 
other universal social pressures that students have.
　“I Love College” by Asher Roth (2009) is a hip-hop/rap song of just over four minutes. Although many 
may think that rap is not easily understandable for even native-English speakers, students can be shown 
the lyrics to support comprehension. The meanings of comparably long rap rants are actually quite simple 
and repetitive. The following chorus is repeated 3 times at a speed slower than conversation level:
Pass out at 3.
Wake up at 10.
Go out to eat.
Then do it again.
Man, I love college.
And I love drinking.
I love women.
I love college.
Although the format of poetic verse is free, there are still examples of grammatical structures and syntax. 
Students that enjoy singing, chanting, lip syncing or mouthing along with the song may improve their 
pronunciation skills and practice linking and contraction forms. Song text is a rich source of new and 
interesting vocabulary usage, even for advanced learners. Song lyrics can also be an excellent reference for 
colloquialism, slang and idiom comprehension in English. This song ends with the singer pondering on his 
current life situation and contemplating his future:
Do I really have to graduate?
Or can I just stay here the rest of my life?
The questions the song ends with could be a base for discussion on students’ own university life and their 
opinions about their future after graduation.
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　The examples here represent only a small sample of audiovisuals and how they can be used in the 
classroom. The wide variety of music videos that are available allow teachers to be creative in their 
selection and in their creation of activities and tasks. Teachers should attempt to use a wide range of 
material so that students are exposed to different variations of English as well as different genres of music 
and music culture. It may not be only students who are entertained from music video lessons, as teachers 
may also enjoy creative preparation and facilitation of audiovisual-based language lessons.
　The discourse of pop songs may be thought of as too difficult because they are not created specifically 
for an ESL audience. Many songs, however, are quite simple upon analysis, as most songs are repetitive, 
mimic simple conversation and are as slow as half the speed of spoken discourse (Murphey, 1992). If the 
speed of the song or storyline is too fast for most students, the music video can be paused or replayed to 
check or confirm comprehension. Being able to read the lyrics of a song will also allow for better 
understanding and analysis of a song’s message or meaning.
　There is a prestige value in having knowledge of the music and pop culture of the target language 
(Lems, 1996). Since music is a frequent topic of conversation for young people, making music a part of 
language studies will naturally interest and motivate students to learn and give them real background 
knowledge of the target language and culture. This will prepare students to be able to have meaningful 
discussions about music and pop culture when future opportunities arise.
Equipment
　The use of audiovisual material in the classroom requires minimal equipment usage compared to classes 
that require extensive use of computer technology. As not all teachers have access to computer resources 
or software, pre-recorded audiovisuals may be considered an alternative solution to bringing multimedia 
into the classroom. In addition to using a DVD player to show audiovisuals on DVD format, a teacher’s own 
portable media player, such as an i-Pod, can be connected and displayed on a school TV. Compatible 
audiovisual material for portable media players can be researched from Internet sites that are considered 
to be in the public domain and purchased off of sites, such as i-Tunes.
Copyright
　When preparing and using audiovisual material, a teacher must take national copyright laws into 
consideration. The laws of the country where the audiovisual materials are being used may override the 
copyright laws where the audiovisual materials originate: “technically there is no such thing as 
international copyright. Each country has its own copyright laws and adopt the provisions of international 
treaties as it sees fit,” (Simons, 1995: 78-79). A teacher must protect himself or herself as well as the 
school he or she is teaching at by following current copyright provisions.
　Some teachers may prefer making recordings off of public or cable TV stations if they believe the 
content of these programs are of interest and have information beneficial to students. “With regard to 
recording programs from the television, in Japan such recording is permissible provided it is instigated by 
an instructor at a non-profit educational institution and does not unreasonably prejudice the right of the 
copyright owner.” (Simons, 1995: 85). Teachers then, may be protected if they are not using the TV-
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sourced audiovisual material unreasonably, unfairly or with prejudice against the copyright owners.
　Article 35 of the Copyright Law of Japan deals with the reproduction of copyright materials used in 
educational institutions. The article states that:
A person who is in charge of teaching and those who are taught in a school or other educational 
institutions (except those institutions established for profit-making) may reproduce a work already 
made public if and to the extent deemed necessary for the purpose of use in the course of lessons, 
provided that such reproduction does not unreasonably prejudice the interests of the copyright owner 
in the light of the nature and the purpose of the work as well as the number of copies and the form of 
reproduction.
　　(http://www.cric.or.jp/cric_e/clj/cl2_1.html (retrieved on May 20, 2009)).
Article 35 may be interpreted as allowing a teacher to reproduce copyright material for use in a classroom 
lesson as long as that teacher does not unfairly demean the copyright owner and as long as that teacher is 
not distributing copies of that material or making profit from it.
　Under Apple Education’s Copyright Overview, section under Copyright on the Internet, it is stated that:
Copyright law protects almost all written content, images, audiovisual recordings, and other content 
posted on the Internet, even if the original works do not include a copyright attribution. College or 
university students and faculty could under certain circumstances distribute and download educational 
material via the Internet if that material meets one of the following criteria:
　　• You are the copyright owner or creator of the content.
　　• The copyright owner of the content has granted permission for digital distribution.
　　• The content is in the public domain.
　　• Use of the content is “fair use.”
　　• The content is licensed.
　　( http://images.apple.com/support/itunes_u/docs/iTunes_U_Copyright_Overview.pdf (retrieved on 
May 20, 2009)).
Teachers are generally protected if they can claim educational purpose as their reason for using the 
audiovisual materials. However, what is actually considered “public domain” is debatable in the age of the 
Internet. A teacher must also use good judgement to what he or she constitutes as “fair use” when 
preparing materials off of the Internet.
Conclusion
　According to the questionnaire administered to first-year students at Hannan University regarding their 
perception of studying EFL at university, music and movies ranked the highest on what study activities 
they want to experience in their university English classes. The preference for wanting music and movie-
related activities in English language classes can be correlated with how they use English in their lives 
outside of school. If educators can understand how their students use English in their current lives, and 
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find a way to make their classes seem more personally relevant, students’ motivation levels could increase 
significantly. Critical exposure to well-chosen audiovisuals is one method to foster a learning environment 
that is both entertaining and educational, and that can help to stimulate active thinking and active language 
use. Music videos may be the most effective way to meet students in the middle as they can serve as a 
medium to provide students with their English needs while they are enjoying their English wants.
　Many educators may have the belief that using audiovisuals is mainly a waste of classroom time or that 
only lax teachers use videos in class. This could be the case without critical planning and effective delivery 
of the material, as preparing and using audiovisuals in class takes both time and effort on the part of the 
instructor. Without thoughtful selection, preparation, and facilitation, any audiovisual would merely remain 
in its two dimensional format.
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